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Riff Raff
River Float

Randy Anderson/Campus Crier

V;.ta;xic waste site
proposed for area
By AVA HARMS
Of the Campus Crier

A group of water skiers break
the stillness of the Columbia River
while a few hundred yards
away, frisbee enthusiasts and picnickers bask in the sun of central
Washington's desert.
Every summer this sight is
repeated by hundreds of recreationists who flock to the river
valley off Interstate 90 near Vantage.
This all may change, though.
Some people feel recreation on
the Columbia River may be
jeopardized if a proposed toxi:c
waste dump is developed by a
Seattle based garbage company
on the east side of the river on a
barren tabletop of basalt rock in
Grant County.
.
The proposed site is south of the
Interstate 90 bridge over the Columbia River. The actual dump
site would be located on the bluffs
500 feet above the river near the
intersection of state highways 243 .
and 26.
Grant County owns the 50();.acre.
site and has given a 35-year lease
to develop and operate it to
Rabanco, Ltd., a privately-owned
Seattle company.
According to Clint Duncan, an
environmental activist teaching

at Central, Washington state is
allowed one site for dumping
dangerous or hazardous wastes.
"This is mainly agricultural property with the campground and
recreation sites located on the
other side of the river," Duncan
said. "People will want to know
what kinds of wastes the site will
be receiving, the possibility of
contamination and how the wastes
will be contained. Both sides of the
issue should be discussed since
there are so many pros and cons
about it."
Under state law a dangerous
. :waste site such as that proposed
by ·Rabanco could handle
moderately toxic wastes like
pesticides and other chemicals,
plus physically hazardous wastes
that are flammable or corrosive.
It could not handle extremely
hazardous wastes that are highly
toxic, cancer-causing or extrremely persistent. It also could
not handle nuclear wastes.
As of yet there hasn't been
much opposition to the proposed
site because its remoteness. The
· closest population centers of any
size are Ellensburg 30 miles to the
west and Moses Lake 40 miles to
the east.
Close by, there is only a small
cluster of stores at Vantage and a
few fanns and ranches.
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From Seattle tons of hazardous waste material are trucked
via Interstate 5 to Arlington on an
all-day trip. The location of the
Vantage site would greatly reduce
transportion time since it is close
to both Pudget Sound and Spokane
waste production sites.
Washington state agencies bury
alniost half a million cubic feet of

driver's license suspension, as opposed to the current 30 days. A seOf the Campus Crier
cond conviction in a five-year
period would result in a one-year
Thinking twice about driving revocation, compared with the
after drinking alcoholic current 60 days. Additional conbeverages may be a wise thing to victions would result in a two-year
do.
suspension.
Gov. John Spellman recently
Ref using to take the
signed into law stiffer penalties breathalyzer test will mean a onefor people conv.icted of drunken . year license revocation, as comdriving on Washington state's pared with the current six monhighways.
ths. Subsequent refusals would
Of the two drunken driving bills, mean a two-year revocation.
one measure provides substantial
CWU senior, Russ Lister, comnew penalties and the other mented on the new laws. "I think
creates special classes of crime, it's important that the public be
with big fines and prison tenns for made aware of these stiffer
those Who hurt or injure someone penalties. These penalties should
with a car whil~ intoxicated.
make people think twice about
Effective July 1, the law man- drinking and driving."
dates the first DWI conviction will
Anyone who is driving while inrequire a mandatory 90-day toxicated and then kills someone,

formation would include land use
around the facility and geologic
information. A permit is first
needed by the EPA before any further plans are made."
Rabanco is known as one of the
major haulers of residential and
commercial garbage in the Seattle area. The company formerly
operated four garbage landfills in

Ellenaburg

•

Wanapum ~-11~'111
Dam
Columbia River
waste each year at Arlington half of the major hazardous waste
production in the Pacific Northwest.
If the Vantage sit~ ~ liscensed
by the Environmental Protection
Agency, material would be trucked on Interstate 90 over Snoqualmie Pass, a trip that would
take perhaps three hours.
Bob Stamnes of the EPA said,
"Rabanco has not submitted information about the site, just a
proposal for the contract. This in-

Tougher DWI penalties passed
By LEROY CRUSE

The ships couldn't quite make it
into the Queen's royal regatta, but
- they ·were sufficient for the Tentn-tubes annual Riff Raff River
float.
Donning costumes and boarding
· rented rafts, students raced down
the Yakima River Tuesday for
fun, sun and prizes.
The first place raft was
christened "The Hosebags" an.d
posted a time of 48: 23. "The Slave
Drivers" and "The Babies took second and third place, respectively.
The best costume award went to
"The Vikings."
Pictured at left is a raft piloted
by "The Pirates."
Crew members are Curt Nettleship, Joe Dixon, Adam Lamb,
Steve Raider, Darwin Hughes and
Len McAntosh.

will receive a prison term up to 10

years and a fine up to $20,000. Injuring a person while drunken
driving will result in a prison term
of up to five years and a $10,000
fine.
"I think the laws are too strict. I
think they're going overboard,"
said CWU senior Mark Textor.
"I'll be much more careful, but I
don't think it'll stop me from
drinking and driving totally."

Fiii
Area

Buffer
Zone
HWY 243

the Seattle area.
From 1965 to 1978, it operated a
200-acre garbage landfill at
Tulalip, near Marysville, which
was closed after Tulalip Indian
Tribes complained about toxic
wastes and diseased hospital
wastes being dumped there.
A Massachusetts based consulting company hired by Rabanco to evaluate and.help license the
site, says the location is ideal
from a transportaion standpoint
- remote from population

centers, yet close to the interstate
and only a few hours from the major waste production centers
around Puget Sound and Spokane.
The company says that the
isolation along with the area's low
rainfall, high evaporation rate
and hundreds of feet of solid
basalt make it a potentially good
spot for a waste dump.
The site has 10 to 40 feet of soft
sandy "overburden" on top of
almost 500 feet of basalt above the
river. Preliminary plans are to
dispose of dangerous waste by
burying it in trenches in a soft soil
layer above the rock .
Each trench would have a liner
in the bottom to prevent leakage,
a warning system in the soil to
detect leakage if it does get
through the liner, and another
liner on top of the trench.
The company did say one obvious disadvantage is that the site
is on the cliff above the Columbia
River. Even if there is little
danger of polluting the river,
there could be a public relations
problem because of the recreation
that takes place on and near the
river.
Duncan said, "I would guess
that at Central, if people knew
about the proposal, there would be
some concern and that's ·good."

Students vote yes
on -X -rated films
By SUSAN COTTMAN
Of the Campus Crier

For at least two more quarters
· Central's· BOD can sponsor
X-rated films on campus with student funds.
In last Thursday's referendum,
1,236 students voted 753-478 in
favor of sponsoring films like the
April 14 ASC movie, "Bad Girls."
The Board is bound to uphold
election
results until present
With the new penalties soon to
members' leave office at the end
be enforced, ways to avoid these
of next winter quarter. A new
penalties and possible casualties·
board can decide to continue the
will be sought by those who drink
policy or can vote to change it,
but don't want to drive.
said
Jay Hileman, a member of
"People should plan ahead, they
the
election
committee.
should arrange alternate
The
question
of whether the ASC
transportation if they anticipate
should
sponsor
X-rated films is
heavy drinking," explained
not new to Central students.
Lister.
·
-

"Before X-rated films became
an issue last year, they were
. treated like any other film,"
Hileman said.
But last spring _quarter the
Board decided to discontinue
sponsorship of X-rated films, a
decision that resulted in an election that was not validated last
year because 60 percent of the student body didn't turn out to vote.
This year, as a result of a
change in the ASC Constitution,
only 20 percent of the in residence
student body living in the
Ellensburg area had to turn out to
validate the election.
"There are about 5,700 students
total, and we needed about 1,100 to

(Cont. See 'BOD' pg. 3)
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Animal activist says rodeos cruel . ·
By TRACY HORTON
Of the Campus Crier

The rodeo of today is a far cry
from its beginnings.
In the olden days, it was merely
an exhibition of a working
cowboy's skills. The men
demonstrated what they did every
day back at the ranch and on the
range at the rodeo.
At that time the cowboy was
coming into his own as an
American hero, and the public
was eager to see him roping a
steer or curing a spirited horse of
its bucking.

From that simple start, the
rodeo developed into its modem
form ilnd opinion is divided as to
whether it should be labeled as a
part of traditional early
Americana, or just show business
on a brutal level.
Bill Seubert, public relations
director for the Ellensburg Rodeo,
pointed out that there are local
rules which prohibit cruelity to
the performing animals. "We
always have a representative
from the Humane Society on hand
to make sure that the anti-cruelity
regulations are enforced, plus a
few veterinarians.;,

Seubert said animals are not
abused before they perform in the
arena, "Some stock brokers will
pay between $50,000 to $100,000 for
a good bucking horse or bull.
When someone pays that much for
an animal, you can be sure they
don't intend to abuse it."
A rodeo cowboy is not penalized
if he accidentally breaks the back
or neck of a steer he is bulldogging, Seubert said. "You've got to
remember that the cowboy is
more likely to get hurt than the
animal. If anything, it's the bull
who should be penalized," he added.

Law affects non-resident tuition
By BRENDA COTY
Managing Editor

If you are a student who has
been living in fear of losing your
resident student status, breathe
easier. Governor John Spellman
has signed Senate House Bill 334,
a bill protecting students who are
classified as Washington
residents as of May 31, 1982, from
reclassification as non-residents.
If you are one of the affected
students, the new law could save
you over $2,000 a year in tuition.
When the state legislature
changed residency requirements
last year, they failed to exempt or
''grandfather'' currently enrolled
students. As a result, universities
had been reviewing files of ·resi-

dent students and asked
thousands of students to prove
they qualified as Washington
residents under the new rules.
Administrators estimate 400-500
students would have been
reclassified if SHB 334 had not
passed. These students would
have had to pay out-of-state tuition beginning in the fall of 1983.
The difference between resident
and non-resident tuition for Central undergraduates will be $2,800
per year and $2,790 for graduate
students. Many reclassified
students would have had to drop
out.
"It didn't seem fair to change
the rules in the middle of the
game," said Scott Hogan, chair of
the Washington Student Lobby.

The WSL made the residency
grandfather bill one of its top
priorities for the 1983 legislative
session.
''We really appreciate the work
of the legislators (Bill Bums,
Seattle) who moved this bill
through legislature," said Hogan.
"WSL found that students have
some outstanding allies in the
Capitol."
SHB 334 had the support of
university administrators and
faculty as well as students. The
House passed the bill by a vote of
96 yeas, one nay and one excused.
The Senate passed it unanimously. Spellman signed it into law
May 17, 1983 and it will take effect
immediately.

Kris Smith, field service director of the Animal Protection Institute in Sacramento, takes an
entirely different view of the
rodeo. According to Smith, 70 percent of all the rodeos in this country are non-sanction, 'bush
league' type rodeos, staged by
junior high schools and the like.

'We always b ave
representatives from the
Humane Society on hand to
make sure that the anticruelty regulations are enforced••• ' - Bill Seubert,
Ellensburg Rodeo
She said, "There is no humane
supervison at these places, and
devices such as electric prods are
used carelessly and excessively.''
Speaking out not specifically·:
against the Ellensburg Rodeo, but
against all rodeos in general,
Smith states, "In the bronco
riding contests, the horses are not
. wild at all. They are tame hor~es
that react wildly to the bucking

Board plans to meet
in residence hall
By MARY AMESBURY
Editor

The Board of Directors voted
Monday to send a recommendation to Don Guy, dean of students,
asking that all organizations that
receive Services and Activities
fees be required to submit
quarterly budget reports.

Frgzzini's Pizzg Plgce
and theiremployees want to thank
CWU for its continued support.

The reports would be made at
the end of fall, winter and spring
quarters to the S and A committee. An account of swnmer activites will be included in the fall
statement.
The recommendation will ask
that these reports include the
amount budgeted, the actual
amount spent, and the differences
and justifications for these differences.
Sand A committee Chairman,
Jay Hileman, said, "It is the
general consensus of the S and A
Committee that a problem exists

To show ou~ appreciation we are
offering free delivery from
until the end of the quarter.

strap - a strap that cuts into the
horses' flank and loins, and
..causes great pain.
"In the calf-roping contest, the
calf may be traveling nearly 28
mph before the lasso jerks it off its
feet. This often results in a broken
neck. Bulldogging and busting a
steer can cause severe injuries to
the animal, as it does not always
fall the way the cowboy wants it
to."
"I realize that the cowboys are
risking their own lives to entertain
the public, and I don't like .to see
them getting hurt, either. But at
least the cowboys are there by
choice - no one makes them do
those dangerous things. The
animals, on the other hand, have
no choice at all in the matter.
They're simply frightened and
confused, not knowing what is expected of them,'' added Smith.
A former student at CWU,
Smith is now an ardent animal activist for the Animal Protection
Institute, an animal rights
organization with . more than
150,000 members.

in the areas of information and ac- ·
countability to students of those
programs receiving student
funds."
Since these funds are generated
from student tuition, students
should be provided with information concerning.how these monies
are spent, Hileman said.
Under the plan, the student
chairman of the S and A Committee will report quarterly to the
BOD.
The BOD will conduct an open
forum in the lounge of Quigley
Hall Wednesday, June 1 at 7: 30
p.m. On the agenda of this
meeting are the keg policy in
residence halls, reports from
Crisis Line, the Women's Center,
Rape Relief and the Washington
Student Lobby.
The Wednesday meeting will be
the last BOD meeting of the
quarter. There will be no meeting
Monday, May 30 because of the
Memorial Day holiday.

*Have A
925-9855

Great Summer!

SPECIAL GIFTS
for that Special Grad
Towel Sets -Gift Soaps
Unique kitchen items

HELD OVER!

for that first apartment

PAUL

NEWMAN
in

And for that summer bride--

THE

VERDICT;1 ·

l!!I
ENDS TONIGHT!

"WNE WOLF McQUADE" 7:25
"FIREFOX" 5:05

ELLEN
I DRIVE-IN
I 925-1266
I

.. ____ _
I
I

NEXTTO

Bl-MART

The finest in china and stoneware

\''. ;~,

ENDS TONIGHT!

"SOPHIE'S CHOICE" 5:10, 8:00

Other gift items

I

ljou
GIFTS • KITCHEN • BATH
...._ 311 North Pearl
Ellensburg _....
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THIS
IS

~-Th• Semi-Annual

IT!

Sale for which

you've waited!
SALE EIDS JOIE 4-IEIT STOREWIDE SALE: JAi. '84·THlllK ABOUT IT...

SA VE l 0%, 20%, 50% or more on
our finest stereo gear! NEW and
DEMO amps, speakers, turntables,
receivers, car stereos, and portable·s

by ADS1 .. Boston Acoustics1 .. Denon..1
Nakimichi111Concord111Proton111Carver
Sherwood ...Signet...Aiw-, all backed by
Ill

.f.Wlwgrrgnty and o.u r own c~ntinuing
presence in our community!

_·

$

SYSTEM
SPECIAL:

s775 v~lue f~r iust 698
AND you get a FREE stereo. Cabh1et !
Sherwood ·
System Includes:

8

Boston Acoustics

•Sherwood 9200 digital receiver
(similar to illustration)

•Sherwood ST902 turntable
•Boston Acoustics A70 speakers
•Signet TKlEA cartridge
•FREE s f30 equipment cabinet!

Q

A · :k
·'"'"·:. .;;.....,£_. ·10.:
O

.
•

·~

-.=.r---WS"~--

-

-

-i._i::-

,.... •

~

Car Systems And Separates! ·
S11tem Special ~#2: ~ , Concord Speakers! ··

S1stem Special #1:
•Concord HPL· 112
AM/FM Cassette Deck

Freshman Craig Serran gets into the spirit of spring by
leaping for a potentially errant frisbee. He, like other
Central students, was spending time this week soaking
up the sun in Ellensburg's warm weather.
,(Cont. from pg. 1)
get 20 percent,'' Hileman explained.

Hileman said he believes the 60
percent figure·required for validation in last spring quarter's
referendwn was too high and the

ballot's wording was too complicated.
.
"This year's election was better. The ballot was easy to understand; only the results of the effects on the ASC (sponsoring the
movies) were listed," he said.

•Concord HPS-260
2·way Speaker

List 1310
SILE...

SILIE...

$349

NAK SX C-90

3/S1091
31$1095
31s1391

List 'IUlpr.

Sale

$5 5/pr~

•HPS-260 6 1/2 Inch
2-way coaxial
Sale

$60/pr.

•HPS·263 6"x9"
List '130/11r. S1l1

$

J 5/pr.

lakamichi leek Specials!

Tape Specials!
Maxell UDXLll C·90

•HPS· 152 2·way

List '111/pr.

List '4&0

$255

TDX SA C-90

.)' Commemorate

•Concord HPL-118
· .AM/FM Deck w /extra
powerful amp section
•Concord HPS-263
6"x9" coaxial speakers

Utt

S1l1

BX· 1 deck + 12 NAK C·90

$375

BX-2deck+12 NAK C-90

$526

LX·3 deck +30 NAK C·90

$7M

'319
'469
'669
•949

Graduation
with a corsage
or arrangement
from Williams Florist.·
We also have green plants,
blooming plants, dish gardens,
silk arrangements
and balloon bouquets.
$10 minimum for free delivery in town.

'Willia111§ 'Plonst
& GARDEN CENTER
100 Wl!ST 1111, PHONE 125 ·3171
ELLENSBU~G~ WASHINGTON HUI

•••

ADS·L·710 speakers

Aiwa CS-300 "Boomb01"
AM/FM Stereo Cassette
List $140

SILE

$119

Boston Acoustics A-200 speakers

$750

NAO 3080 int. amp

$535

Denon DR·F6 3 head deck

$425

Denon DR·F7 3 head deck

$500

Yamaha M4 400-watt power amp

$650

Yamaha P350 t.t. w/Shure cartridge

$205

s579
s499
$269
•279
s299
•299
s99

STORE HOURS:
'
10:30 - 5:30
Monday -

: TEREDCRIFT-Saturday__..,.
~

408 N. PEARL• ELLENSBURG, WA 98926

962-2830
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Opinion
Chicago Knockers
lack entertainment
value

End of the quarter

To the editor:

needn't be end
of your life
Swnmer is just two and a half weeks away. Don't be one of the
students who get burned before the quarter is over.
Don't be one of those students who gets burned out by the stress and
anxiety so commonly associated with the end of the quarter. Tenn
papers are due and finals are just around the corner but that's no
reason to let things get out of control.
Although you may think much is dependent on the grade you get for
the quarter, agonizing over it won't help and will probably hurt.
Anxiety and stress can cause a number of health problems including
ulcers, upset stomachs, headaches, sleeplessness and moodiness. In
addition stress on the body can make a person more susceptible to illness according to Sally Thelen, director of the Student Health Center.
"We can almost always tell when it's mid-terms or finals week because
of the increase in stress related illnesses."
The trick to surviving the quarter is to conquer the defeatist attitude
and the anxiety now before it builds up to a point where you're no
longer able to handle it.
For the next two weeks schedule both serious study time and serious
relaxation time. Don't wait until the day before to start studying for
finals. Start now to avoid the pressure.
Make an outline of the information you'll need on the test and ca~ it
with you. Everytime you're standing in a line at the dining hall, or

,

'
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waiting for class to start, or just enjoying the sun - pull out the outline
and review it. Then when you're ready to really begin studying for the
exam you'll already have some command of the information. This
method is easy, doesn't take too much time and, most of all, it works
Although there's no substitute for studying, several techniques may.
give you the edge when taking tests. Before the exam, make yourself
stay calm and confident. Don't frantically cram the night before or lie
awake all night agonizing over your shortcomings.
On the morning of the test give yourself plenty of time to wake up and
get the day going before your exam. Assemble everything you'll need
for the test - paper, pencils, two good pens, kleenex, the works. Then
treat yourself to a good breakfast at a good restaurant. Eating out will
calm you down and get you away from the frantic studiers in the dining
hall. You don't need to get caught up in their anxiety.
When you get to the exam room remember you're in control. If you
start to panic, talk yourself down. Think rationally - this one test is not
going to ruin your life. Find one of the easier questions and begin. As
soon as you begin to concentrate on the task at hand the panic will
vanish.
Try the calm and confident method of test taking. You've got nothing
to lose and it beats taking an ulcer on swnmer vacation.
Good luck on your exams and have a fantastic summer.

Prostitution could benefit
student body budget
To the editor:
Though in danger of overbrimming an already sloshed
tankard, I find with all the vim
and vinegar that I now possess
that must enter the ranks of those
who have responded to the call of
this present ascendancy of opinion.
In recent times, albeit these last
days, our campus has been apart
and rendered asunder over the
very inconsequential, almost petty, maneuverings of our reverend
ASC Board.
One must certainly ask what
this present furor signifies and
implies as to the belief and moral
function of our own modern era.
Consequently, and not without undue premeditation, I hope herin to
proffer a very reasonable voice of
mediation.
Perfunctorily, and with all the
respect due to our governmental
body, I propose the following: that
until now the ASC has flagrantly
been unaware of a most profitable
tradition of the entertainment
business - one which must be just
around the corner, and probably
at the center of many student's
minds.
To be blunt, the ASC has either
~ttingly avoided or been a part of
the general stupor of the times in
ignoring the world's oldest profession. though voyeurism has been
popular for a considerable time,
the cinematic and photographic
part of this industry is of relatively modern issue. If, up until now,
any of my explications have not
seemed self-evident, I will now
plainly state my intentions and
meanings:

I would suggest and plainly ask
the student body representatives
to consider a more directly profitable approach than hitherto
proposed; that is, to create a program for prostitutes, upon the
following reasons:
l)It would be an ongoing business
which would continually contribute to the coffers of this state
institution.
2) On-campus students could be
~ woefully employed in a traditional
business enterprise, and in all probability, the ASC could act as an
administrative staff for the approximately 500 new positions
which would inevitably arise.
These jobs would no doubt help
stimulate campus life. (For an
enlightening discourse on the
benefits of this profession see
Johnathan Swift's pastoral
paradies).
3) It is a self-evident and
reasonable truth that Central's
students are here to be individually moral, and not forcefully integrated into society's idea of
social norms. In fact, in a liberal
arts community isn't it justifiable
to promote a liberal ideal which
positively reinforces individual
temptation?
This is my modest proposition.
Though I am against our common
theory of social democracy, it
may be expedient and morally
justifiable to bring this issue
before the mass of Central's
students, and it is hoped that they
will be moral enough to be sensible.

With all moral certainty and fact,
Bartholomew S. Owens

Editor insulting

Can we get some good, real
entertainment at this school?
The Chicago Knockers was the
weakest excuse for a "show" I've
ever seen. I paid $3.50 to watch
some attractive women come out
fifteen minutes late, act like they
were angry at each other, and
then perform what amounted to a
tumbling act with physical contact. This was not real mudwrestling, as there was only one incident
during the whole thing that could
have been viewed as genuine
anger. None of them did anything
in the oversized sand box that
looked like what it was passed off
as being. Also, before and during
the show I got t1,> listen to their
"Vegas style" emcee tell dirty
jokes, insult various people in the
audience, and then tell us to cheer
during the "matches."
I mean really! The SUB games
room offers a more entertaining
hour (which was the real duration
of the · "match," once the
Knockers got their rears in gear
and began the charade). I felt ·
I~ve been taken. Does the ASC
really know what it's booking for
entertainment, or does it just
assume anything that has possible
entert~inment value with a little
sex mixed in will be a big money
maker? Frankly, folks, we got
hosed.

To the editor:
Your May 19 editorial makes
me wonder: What did we, the entire student body of Central, do to
deserve the abuse you've been
giving us all quarter?
From the day you stepped into
the editorship, you have ridiculed,
chastised and talked down to your
peers on campus.
Not all college students are the
mindless "bubblegummers," as
you seem to assume. I think you
mean your sarcastic remarks to
be funny. They're not. They're insulting.
As you're so fond of saying, "I
have my opinion. Others have
theirs." Mine is that you should
get off your power trip and start
doing the job you were hired for.
Sincerely,
Melissa Metzler
502 E. Third Ave.

John Smith
Quigley Hall

Editorial effective·
To the editor:
Your May 19th editorial was
very effective! There are too
many students in this university
that don't realize what's going on.
Traditional methods of advertising school activities have been
worthless. The hilarious, sarcastic and funny method of making students aware of last week's
events should be applauded.
In the three years I've lived
here, I haven't seen a better (or
funnier) advertisement for either
an election or blood drive. Thanks
for brightening my day!
Sincerely,
Raye A. DeWoHe
student

Academics should be main issue at Central
To the editor:
Our four years in college has
forced us to make many decisions.
One of the decisions that must be
faced by all the people here at
Central is, what is our important
objective. Is the most important
issue here at Central the question
to ban X-rated movies or gripe
about the ASC government?
These issues are important but
must be dealt with in their own
context.
The one issue that we need to
face is how can we make Central a
place of academic achievement
and have a beneficial atmosphere.
We need to find out how these
goals may be accomplished. As
Dr. Bach stated in his letter, we

must learn how to earn money.
We must not keep trying to get
money the easy way. It seems
that with the X-rated movies and
the "Chicago Knockers" that all
we have accomplished is
degrading ot1rselves and our college. This college is not the
respansibility of some other people. It is not the sole responsibility
of the administration. It is our
responsibility. Once we decide our
own values and goals as a united
group, then and only then, can we
make this .university a place that
we can be proud of. All the people
of Central must examine and
decide: do the ends justify the
means? ·
Monte Hartshorn,
Student Village
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Scriptures don't support The Way
Bible states Jesus Christ is
To the editor:
As a Christian, I must respond
to a letter published in the May
19th Crier by a member of The
Way International. You are correct, Ms. Wisthoff, when you state
that orthodox Christian doctrine
differs from that of The Way. I
must object, however, to
statements that these doctrines
diverge from the . teachings of
scripture.
Numerous passages in scripture
point to the divine nature of Jesus
Christ. In John 14:9, for instance,
Jesus claims that those who have
seen Him have also seen His
Father. Taken in context, this
passage refers to an essential unity between Christ and God the
Father.
To close let me offer a scrip-

ture: "Test yourselves to see
whether you are in the faith; examine yourselves or do you not
know this about yourselves, that
Jesus Christ is in you - unless you
fail the test?" (II Corinthians
13:5)

Also, concerning the accusation
of idol worship; orthodox Christians do not bow down before any
image of Jesus Christ, we worship
God the Father through the Person of Jesus Christ (according to
Christian belief, the only mediator
between GQCl and men). You may
disagree with my statements, Ms.
Wisthoff et al, but they are spoken
with the love of the Lord Jesus
Christ. I pray that one day you
will come to know this love - for
it changes lives!
Richard Simpson
North Hall

....

To the editor:
I am writing this letter in
response to- the letter to the editor
f rom The Way's, Ms. Gigi
Wisthoff in your May 19th issue.
In her letter Ms. Wisthoff
stated, "In the New Testament
there are 68 references as Jesus
Christ being the "Son of God," at
pla~e is he c.alled "God ~e Son."
Al~ough I will agree with Ms.
WISthoff that the exact words
"God the Son" are not used within
the text of the New Testament
there are several places in which
Jesus is referred to as God
himself. One particular section
that is very conclusive, if not blatant, is found in the gospel of John
which reads: "In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was
. with God, and_the Word was God.

FINAL EXAM

Go~

He was in the beginning with God.
All things came into being by
_Him, and apart from Him nothing
came into being that has come into being ... And the Word became
flesh and dwelt among us, and we
beheld his glory, glory as of the
only begotten from the Father,
full of grace and truth." (John
1:1-3 14)

Th~ "Word" spoken of within

SCHEDULE
DATE

June7

June8

this passage is the person of

Jesus, so if Jesus was the "Word"
and the "Word" was God then
Jesus must be God. I would encourage anyone who has any questions about the Bible or Jesus
Christ to go to the true source of
the information, the Bible itself.

lune9

:. une 10

Sincerely,
Michael Zelph Green
501E.3rd

TIME
CLASS
MET

DAYS
CLASS
MET

EXAM

2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

Daily
MWF
TTH
Daily
MWF
TTH

8:00
8:00
8:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

a.m.
a.m .
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

Daily
MWF
TTH
Daily
MWF
TTH

10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m .
10:00 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.

Daily
MWF
TTH
Daily
MWF
TTH

8-1 0
8-10
10-12

12:00 noon
12:00.noon
12:00 noon
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m .
1:00 p.m.

Daily
MWF
TTH
Daily
MWF
fTH

1-3
1-3
3-5
8-10
8-10
10-12

HOUR
1-3
1-3

3-5
8-10
8-10
10-12
1-3
1-3

3-5
8-10
8-10
10-12
1-3
1-3

3-5

The Way International can't claim to have the 'Truth'
To the editor:
Reference: letter from Gigi
Wisthoff of May 19, and the article
on The Way of May 12.
The "Son of God" is hardly the
only name Christ went by in the
New Testament. It is interesting
to me that groups make use of one
name only, and centrally, when
dealing with the nature of Jesus
Christ. Such a significant figure in
religious theology and doctrine
surely could have more than one

designation, just as any individual
has more than one.
Christ was not only the "son of
God." He was also "savior,"
"teacher," "messiah" and even
part of the "Godhead." Indeed
Christ says, "Do you not know
that when you have seen me, you
have seen the father also. I am the
Way, the Truth and the Life. No
man comes to the Father, except
through me."
Certainly any person can take
some scriptures and support

(seemingly) his own theology. It
is not one or two scriptures, or
even 68, that make the "Truth"
evident. Rather individual study
should include the entire book.
My own encounter with The
Way International was a bitter
one. Members of the group came
to my church and challenged our
beliefs in the deity of Christ and
"water baptism." They behaved
rudely. When one member was
shown a biblical passage which
contradicted his claim that water
baptism is wrong. He turned red

· in the face, clenched his fists, and
stomped off in anger. Having
witnessed such behavior in a
church, I would not belong to The
Way, no matter what their
theology.
I believe no religion should have
a pricetag, be it $100 or $40. Any
person seeking the "Truth" about
the world he lives in and the
possibility of a creator should be
able to find out, without someone
sticking their hand out for cash.
The "Truth" is not for sale. Any
reputable minister, missionary,

or Christian should be able and
willing to disseminate as much accurate information as a seeker is
looking to obtain.
Whatever we believe is likely
not to even come close to the way
things really are. The Bible is our
best source of theological and
historical information on the deity. I don't think The Way International (or any other cult) should
presume to have the last word.
Lyssa Loftis
Ellensbur11

High school students voice concern for nation's educational system
Editor's note: The following ar- mediocre educational perforticle is an open letter to President mance that exists today, we might
Reagan in response to his inter- well have viewed it as an act of
pretation of and the text of the re- war."
rent report,"A Nation at Risk:
The commission found the
The Imperative for Educational quality of teaching has declined
Reform." The report was releas- markedly in the past decade.
ed by the National Commission on There is a shortage of competent
Excellence in Education and the 5 math and science teachers in all
letter was written by two 50 states and the problem is getEllensburg Hi~h School students. ting worse.
Teaching is no longer the
respected profession it once was
and the situation seems to be
worsening. The brighter young
.talents are being seduced by
Dear Mr. President,
As high school students we are higher paying, more prestigous
concerned by the nation's position positions in industry and government.
on our educational fate.
H present trends continue only
the "second best" will become
'H an unfriendly power had teachers.
To counter this downward
attemt>ted to impose on
America the mediocre trend, experts have advised that
educational performance schools initiate merit systems in
that exists today, we might which teachers are paid accorhave ...viewed it as an act ding to skill rather than seniority;
provide special incentive for comof war.'
petent college students willing to
teach science and math in lieu of
An extensive report released by practicing it; work to reduce lobthe National Commission on Ex- bying poweer of strong unions like
cellence in Education proved to be · the National Education Associaanother rewrite of a long standing tion (NEA) which, according to
truth, something students have the Twentieth Century Task Force
known for years: that the public report, "have protected their
school system has Pl:"Oblems.
weakest members rather than
Vast problems. So vast, in fact, winning rewards for their
that the commission likened the strongest." Teachers, however,
decline of perfonnance in our are not solely responsible for the
public schools to, "an act of war." inadequacy of our public schools,
The report stated, "If an un- according to the report.
friendly foreign power had atstudy of electives has overtaken
tempted to impose on America the that of academics in recent years.

This shift indicates relaxed standards in core requirements are
responsible for this trend, not lazy
students who won't take demanding core classes.
Would students be pursuing
"cafeteria style" courses of study
if "Bachelor Life" and Driver's
Education were not offered? Administrators apparently find
these classes more worthy of funding than challenging academics,
further illustrating the need for a
great revamping of the public
schools.
Perhaps, as the commission
suggests, tougher requirements
would aid in this revamping. "We
recommend that state and local
high school graduation requirements be strengthened and
that at a minimum, all students
seeking a diploma be required to
lay the foundations in the five new
basics by taking the following curriculum during their four years of
high school: four years of English,
three years of mathematics, three·
years of science, three years of
social studies, and one-half year
of computer science."
Unfortunately, some high
schools meet or surpass these
recommendations and still have
problems.
However, it has been suggested
this all paints too bleak a picture
of American education. Are the
"educational foundations of our
society presently being eroded by
a rising tide of mediocrity that
threatens our ,very future as a nation and a people," as the report
states. Was the report over-

dramatized to capture public attention? Some say, "Yes."
"It alarms more than it
enlightens," said Ernest L. Boyer,
president of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching. He said the report gave
too little recognition to the success
stories in American schools and
overlooked evidence that suggests
the quality of education has
reversed "its tobaggan slide
downward."
·
As James Michener wrote in his
novel, "USA," "Yes, I confess to
it all. The United States educational system does have its problems. But we are attempting to
do something that has never been
tried berfere. We are educating an
entire people. Not just those who
show promise, but every child of
the nation."
H our school system is truly as
mediocre as reported, some ask
why American scholars win more
Nobel Prizes per capita than any
.other country's scholars? Why
. was the first perfect score of 800
on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
earned by an American student
this year? Why is America still a
paragon of education for the rest
of the world?

'The United States' educational system does have its
problems.'
Apparently, there is a problem
that needs to be addressed and
resolved before the next genera- ·
tion enters the public schools.

James J. Kilpatrick's comments
otherwise might become fact.
"I hate to be pessimistic, but
candor compels a sad prediction:
after a flurry of editorial commendations, last week's report
will gather dust .... "
Mr. President, we demand you
reconsider your position on this
issue. The report was not, as you
stated, a call "for an end to
federal intrustion'' into education,
but rather a cry for help. Not
necessarily for monetary support,
as it has been shown in the last
two decades that expenditures for
public education increased nearly
six fold, while the quality of
schools plummeted.
More appropriate, it was a call
for active participation on your
part and on the part of every
stratum · of the nation to take
responsibility for the education of
America's young.
At a recent press conference,
Mr. President, you commented
that, "education is not the
primary concern of the federal
government." That cannot be
true.
The only way to save our
schools, and ultimately our nation, is to make quality education
the highest priority and most inalienable right of every citizen.
"History is not kind to idlers,"
stated the commission. We, as
students, demand action, and a
change of our fate.
Very truly yours,
SARAH HURT
TAMMY MILDON
Ellensburg High School
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Domino's Pizza goes crazy. Coupons
are good on specified days only; so look
for your favorite specials.

.

Fast, Free
Delivery

925-6941
505 N. Pine St
®

Hours:
4:30 - 1:00 Sun. - Thurs.
4:30 - 2:00 Fri. & Sat
©1982 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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Good Mondays only, Expires: 6/1 5/83
50¢ off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Fast, Free Delivery
Good at listed locations.
Drivers carry under $10.
Limited delivery area.
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Good Tuesdays only, Expires: 6/15/83
$1 .00 off a 16" 1-item or more pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Fast, Free DeHvery
Good at listed locations.
Drivers carry under $10.
Limited delivery area.
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Good Wednesdays only, Expires: 6/15/83
Happy Hour4:30-9pm $2.00 off a 16"
3-item or more pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Fast, Free Delivery
Good at listed locations.
Drivers carry under $10.
Limited delivery area.
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Good Thursdays only, Expires: 6/15/83
$1.00 off any pizza with extra thick crust.
One coupon per pizza.
Fast, Free Delivery
Good at listed locations.
Drivers carry under $10.
Limited delivery area.
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Good Fridays onl,y, Expires: 6/15/83
$2.00 off any 16" 2-item pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Fast, Free Delivery
Good at listed locations.
Drivers carry under $10.
Limited delivery area.
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Good Saturdays only, Expires: 6/15/83
Includes a 16" 2-item pizza plus 4 free
cups of Coke tor ~nly $9
One coupon per pizza.
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Fast, Free Delivery
Good at listed locations.
Drivers carry under $10.
Limited delivery area.
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Good Sundays only, Expires: 6/15/83
$1.50 off a 16" Deluxe or Vegi pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Fast, Free Delivery
Good at listed locations.
Drivers carry under $10.
Limited delivery area.
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Wildcat wrestling
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Injured pitcher awaits surgery

-season .o f ups
and downs
By scon SAYLER
Of _the Campus Crier

The 1982-83 school year has been
a good year for several Wildcat
athletic squads, and wrestling
was no exception.
The wrestling squad finished .
the dual meet season with a 7-7-1
record.
They also competed in seven
tournaments. These included the
Washington State Collegiate
Championships, the district
championships, and the NAIA
champ_ionship.
The season wasn't all happy for
the 'Cats. Auto accidents claimed
the lives of wrestlers Mike
Hogaboam and Mark Cavanaugh.
Cavanaugh, former CWU
wrestler, was coaching wrestling
at Morgan Middle School at the
time of his death.
Hogaboam had been looking forward to a successful wrestling
season with the Wildcat squad.
CWU finished at second place in
the Washington State Collegiate
Championships with 78114 points.
At District they took fourth with
48. 7 points. Rick Anderle was the
'Cats only district champion at 142
pounds.
·
Four Wildcat wrestlers made it
to the NAIA National Championships. Robin MacAlpine finished
second at nationals in the 126
pound catagory.
He was 4-1 at nationals. The only
other Wildcat to place at nationals
was C.D. Hoiness, who finished
fourth ~ith a 3-2 record in the 150
pound class.
Hedj Nelson (134) and Rick
Anderle (142) were the remaining
members of the team to compete .
at nationals.
The 82-83 Wildcat wrestling
team finished 12th at the national
meet with 34 points.
The squad's coach, Eric Beardsley, is ~e only wrestling coach
CWU has ever had and is a
member of the NAIA Wrestling
Hall of Fame.

By PERRI BIXLER
Of the Campus Crier

Gerry Noy, CWU baseball pitcher, is slowly recovering from
being hit in the face by a line drive
during the district playoffs in
Lewiston May 14.
According to Noy, he threw a
fast ball "a little high." Coming
off the bat of Lewis-Clark State
catcher Chad Miltenberger, it was
estimated the ball was moving at
120 miles an hour when it hit him.
Noy considers himself lucky. If
the ball had hit him in any other
place on his face it could have
been much worse. He could have
lost an eye. And if the ball had hit
him at another angle, it could
have killed him.

surgery today pending a decrease
jn the swelling.

He was not knocked out and was
rushed to the Lewiston Hospital.
His right eye was hemorrhaging
and swollen shut and his nose was
broken.

Noy will be back at Central next
fall, but he won't be playing any
baseball. "I've come to realize the
element of danger involved in the
game," he said.

An eye specialist was called in
and the doctors decided to have
him stay overnight for observation. Coach Dunbar borrowed a
car and stayed in Lewiston. The
next day he drove Noy to the
Cabrini Hospital in Seattle.

Noy was in good spirits.
Ironically, the accident happened
in his final college game.
"It was the last game of my college career," Noy explained. "I
wasn't planning to play this swnmer."

Noy' s doctors told him there is
some eye tissue _caught under a
fractured bone beneath his right
eye. This is preventing free eye
movement. Noy still has his sight,
but it is not clear. At this point the
doctors can't tell if the damage
will be permanent or not.
Noy is tentatively scheduled for

Prep prospects announced
for fal I footbal I
Six high school football players, including two from Tacoma high
schools, have signed letters-of-intent to play for Central.
The six are the first high school signings announced by CWU Coach
Mike Dunbar. Earlier Dunbar announced the signing of 17 junior college players who enrolled here for the spring quarter.

The prognosis is good. He is
healing fast. Noy said he has confidence in the team of doctors who
are treating him. He said he feels
pretty positive about the outcome
of the surgel:"Y·

THEl/41.8:
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Brand Specialty Sandwich

The prep recruits are:
Ray Atwood, 6-1, 235 of Oak Harbor, offensive line prospect; Atwood
earned First Team All-Wesco Conference honors.
Paul Beattie, 6-4, 235; He earned second team honors at defensive
tackle in Black Hills League, but will probably play on offense in college. He is the brother of Bill Beattie, who earned All-American honors
for Central last fall.

$1.69

L. ---

Bill Logan, Tacoma - Clover Park, 5-10, 180; All-league cornerback
at Clover Park. Voted most inspirational award in wrestling.
Frank Reno, Spokane - Rogers, 6-3, 220, linebacker prospect; Earned all-league honors at Rogers and was selected for all-state team.
Was football captain 1981, 1982 and Most Valuable Player in 1981 track
captain in 1983. He averaged 17 tackles per game.
'
Brett Rutherford, Wenat.chee, 6-1, 175, wide receiver; Led Wenatchee in scoring and in pass receiving. Averaged 28 yards per catch.
Was a leader in track this spring in high and low hurdles. He set school
and district records in both events at the district meet.
Pat Shamblin, Tacoma - Franklin Pierce, 5-ll, 160, wide receiver defensive back; All-league in both positions. Averaged 19.5 yards per
catch. He intercepted eight passes and averaged 29 yards per kick
return.
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BODY TANNING FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
Single visit $6
5 visits w/1 FREE $30
10 visits w/1 FREE $50
15 visits w/1 FREE $70
20 visits w/1 FREE .$90

HAIR CARE AND
TANNING CENTER

925-2320
504 E. 8th

(next to Dad's Diner)
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10th & Aldar

SILE EIDS
JUIE &th
It's the great big taste bustin'
out all over the land. What a
meal! Now, at your
participating Dairy Queen· Brazier' store.

WE TREAT·YOU RIGHT ..
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It's been
an exciting year
for the Wildcats
Photos by Tim Patrick/Campus Crier

From the gridiron
to the courts
to the diamond,
the 'Cats rolled with enthusiasm
Top left: Sophomore gridder Pat Nolan moving the
pigskin.
Center: Pat Allen dives back to first.
Hoopster Bob Kennedy drives the lane.
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Cagers learn from trying season
Central's basketball team had a
successful yet unfortunate season. .
After finishing the season 25-5
and winning the District I Championship; CWU had to disqualify
itself because of the use of an ineligible player.
The 'Cats had to forfeit all
league games and finished the
season 13-17.
Nicholson attributed the
season's success to the team's
uns~lfishness and desire. The
1982-83 'Cats, loaded with talent,
. mowed down their opponents with
balanced scoring and tough

defense.
As for next year, Nicholson
said, . "It remains to be seen
whether we'll be as good as last
year. We lost some fine people,"
he said.

Coach Dean Nicholson had this
to say about the year, ''Aside from
the disappointment, the season
went great. The team did a super
job."
·
The Wildcat women's basket·
ball team will be lookin~ forward
to the 1983-84 season after
finishing strong this year.

Berry picked to coach .Naches

They won their last three
games, to finish 8-14. Last season
set the foundation for a succes8sful team in the future.
Coach · Gary Frederick saw
much improvement over the
course of the season. "We were
playing with 12 relatively inexperienced players, four of the top
five scorers were freshinen.''
The 'Cats will return a more experienced group next year and
Frederick hopes to reverse the
record and finish somewhere "in
the middle of the pack.''

'Cats touch down to great season
players were selected on the alldistrict team.

By SCOTT SAYLER
Of the Campus Crier

It was a good year for the
Wildcat Football squad. The team
nearly qualified for the NAIA
Division I playoffs. The Wildcats
finished the season with an 8-2
record and tied for Evergreen
Conference champions.

Two players from the '82 squad
received first team All-American
honors. The honors went to wide
receiver Mike Grant and defensive back Wayne Sweet.
Head coach .Tom Parry was
voted Evergreen Conference
Coach Of The Year. Nine players
were selected to the allconference first team and eight

Offensive tackle Bill Beattie,
linebacker Paul Stoltenberg, and
defensive tackle Tim DeGross all
earned honorable mention AllAmerican honors.
Many records were set in '82.
Ted Huber set a modern day
single game rushing record
against Simon Fraser, with 'lZl
yards. Mike Grant broke all
season and career receiving
records and Chris Elliot broke the
kick scoring records. CWU's offense averaged 388.9 yards a
game, the second most proficient
in school history. The defense led
all Northwest schools in allowing
the fewest yards per game.

The Wildcats' only losses on the
season were to Pacific Lutheran
University and to Southern
Oregon.
The loss to Southern Oregon
dropped the 'Cats from number
six in the nation to number 12,
keeping them from the playoffs.
The Wildcats finished the
season 12th in the nation.
Not only was 1982 a good season
for the 'Cats but also it marked
Head Coach Tom Parry's final
season.
After the season ended, Coach
Parry left to coach the USFL's LA
Express. For Parry, '82 will be a
memorable year. It also marked
his breaking the tooth career win.
Mike Dunbar succeeds Parry,
with great hopes for next year's
squad.

Scott Berry
By PERRI BIXLER
Of the Campus Crier

Scott Berry, former Ellensburg
high school and CWU basketball
player, was chosen to be head
coach at Naches High School two
weeks ago.
'Berry was an all-league player,
Yakima Captain and Most
Valuable Player on the
Ellensburg High School team.
He played for the Wildcats while
working towards a major in
health education and a minor in
history.
Along with coaching basketball,
Berry will be teaching world
history and will be the assistant
baseball coach for Naches. He's

University Relations Photo

really excited about the job and
"knocking around the old
backyard." Berry was born and
raised in the Kittitas Valley.
His summ~r plans for the
basketball team include an
athletic program with the Naches
football coach, a basketball camp
and participation in the Yakima
Swnmer league. The men will
also participate in the Wildcat
Hoop Camp in August here.
Scott, his wife Llsa and their
three kids will be moving to
Naches. Scott is looking forward
to making his team a contender
with Highl8nd High School. "I'm
lOQking to make strides. It's a
good young team.''

OO®®rP~OO®®lf
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Pay 2se, sink 3 out of 5 and win a pitcher

s

Big s~kes pool tourney
every Thursday night 7 p.ln.

s

SPRING KEG PRICES LOWEST AROUNI)

The Bull $35
·Heidelberg $33
The Oak Rail Tavern corner 3rd & Pearl

962-9327

'Ce"tboo Buyflac
Here is a list of current edition textbooks that we are
offering at least 60°/o of the current list price for. If you
have one of these red· hot used textbooks dig it o,u t, dust it
off and drag it on in for the very best buyback available
-only at The University Store.

CLASS

AUTHOR

TITLE

Current
List
Price

ACCT 251
ART 337
ADOM 201

Fess

Accounting Principles, 13th ed.

$23.75

Amason

History of Modern Art, 2nd ed.

$26.95

Boone
Murphy

Contemporary Business, 3rd ed.
Effective Business Comm., 3rd ed.

$23.95
$23.95

Hill
Smith
Briggs

Chern. for Changing Times, 3rd ed.
Business Law (UCC), 5th ed.

$18.95
$25.95

Alles Gute!, '82 ed.

$18.95

Plummer
Stavrionos

Physical Geology, 2nd ed.
The World Since 1500, 4th ed.
Finite Math w/Applications, '81 ed.

$19.40
$17.95

ADOM 385
CHEM 101
FIN 241
GERM 151
GEOL 145
HIST 102

MATH 130.1 Wheeler
MATH 163.1 Swokowski
MATH 298
Gaiter
P.E. 334
Dauer
PHIL 201
PHIL 201

Barker
Copi

TIE 165

Giesecke

Algebra & Trig w/Analytic Geometry, 5th ed.
Technical Math, '82 ed. (PH)
Dynamic P.E. for Elementary School Children,
7th ed.
Elements of Logic, 3rd ed.
Introduction to Logic, 6th ed.
Technical Drawing, 7th ed.

Hey, the wind stopped! The sun is out! It looks like summer
is here! We're going to get you ready for the beach with our
Spring Qu~rter Yard Sale. Watch for us on June 2nd and
3rd, we'll be set up out on the SUB patio with all kinds of
terrific 'Summerts comin" sale items. So before you hit the
beach, hit our fantastic yard sale!

University
Store
Buyback
Price*

$24.95
$23.15
$24.95
. $21.95

$14.25
$16.20
$14.40
$14.40
$11.40
$15.60
$11.40
$11.65
$10.80
$15.00
$13.90
$15.00
$13.20

$19.95
$22.95
$28.95

$12.00
$13.80
$17.40

*Prices may increase if publishers' prices change.

Sprine Yard Sale
SUNGLASSES
All Sunglasses in Stock

2.J % Off RecuJar Retail Price ·
VcJy Ones /wt $1.00/Pair

F'LYIJVG DISC
Only

7J~

Each

SILK SCREENING
Kl'CS
Regular Retail - $29.95

Yard Sale Price" $17.9.J

DEMOJVS'CRA'CIOJV
Silk Screening Demonstrations

10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
They said, "Let's ha'J'e
a Yard Sale" NOT
let's have a hard sail',
you furred nerd.

FOO'CBALLS

CLO'CHIJVG

Regular Retail - $13.35

Select CWU Imprinted Clothing

Yard Sale Price" $6.00

20 % "60 % Off ~ecuJar Retail Price

POS'CERS

BEACH 'COWELS

A Terrific Variety

Regular Retail - $16.25

Just .101: Each

Yard Sale Price "$9.1.J

RepJor 20 % Buyflocf{ Sole!
All during Buyback Week, we're featuring our usual
End of the Quarter 20°/o Discount Sale. Come on in and
take advantage of healthy discounts on a variety of
stock items.*
*Sale does not include electronics, textbooks, tabacco, candy, special orders & film.

JUNE 6th ,, 11th

Monday through Thursday
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Friday
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

JUNE 2nd & 3rd

'Cat sluggers named
to EvCo all-stars
Six 'Central baseball players have been named to the Evergreen
Conference all-star team.
Three Wildcats were among five unanimous choices - shortstop
Greg Mooney, designated hitter Britt Stone, and pitcher Rob Porter.
Second baseman Charlie Lewis and catcher Mike McGuire, along
with outfielder Blake Johnson were also named.
McGuire led the 'Cats in batting with a .423 average and he and
Johnson, who hit .375, finished with 15-game hitting streaks. Lewis batted .330 and made only three errors in the field. An eligibility question
caused him to be pulled from the District playoffs.
Mooney batted .363~ Stone paced Central in home runs with eight and
RBI with 41. He batted .389. Porter was CWU's top winner with seven
wins and also led the team in ERA with a 3.39 average.
Central won the Evergreen Conference title and was runnerup in
District I. The Wildcats finished the season with a 25-20-1 record.

Night of champions

Hall of Famers to be chosen
CWU's top athletes - past and present- will be honored Monday,
June 6 at the first-ever Kittitas County-CWU Hall of Fame Sports
Awards Banquet.
The banquet, which will honor the outstanding high school athletes
in the county as well, will be highlighted with the inauguration of the
charter members of the newly-formed CWU Hall of Fame.
Each varsity athletic team at Central will be represented by its Most
Valuable Player. From the nominees of the various sports, a Most
Valuable Male and Most Valuable Female Athlete will be selected. An
outstanding team will be selected also.
Additionally, each high school in the county has nominated Most
Valuable Female and Most Valuable Male Athlete to vie for the high
school honors.
Tickets for the banquet are $12 and are available at Nicholson.
Pavilion. Tickets may be purchased at the Daily Record, which is
cosponsoring the event, or at Jerrol's Bookstore.

a

National qualifier Kelly Keene

Central's nominees:
Marty Osborn, football. Rob Schippers, cross country and track.
Doug Harris, basketball. John Sayre, swimming. Hedj Nelson, wrestling. Jeff Welch, golf. Leroy Cruse, tennis. Mike McGuire, baseball.
Carol Christensen, cross country. Melanie Meusborn, volleyball.
Regina Kinzel, basketball. Kris Platte, swimming. Loma Martinsen,
track. Lisa Haines, tennis.

We've Grown Into The

Spikers high step to Charleston
With the NAIA District I Championships now history, a select
group of Wildcat athletes are in

Biggest

Little Store In Ellensburg!

BUT ••••
Don't Come Out Here
Diesel
Gas
Oil
Auto/Truck Parts
Maps
Books & Magazines
Video Games
Showers
Truck Permits
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
Fishing Gear & Bait
Ice
Picnic Supplies
Gloves
Jackets
Shirts
Hats

<unless you need):

Jewelry
Sunglasses
Souvenirs
Stuffed Animals
·Gift Items
Health & Beauty Products
Pet Supplies
Household Supplies
Frozen Foods
Grocery Items
Cigars
Cigarettes
Chewing Tobacco
Fresh Fruit
Deli Meats & Cheeses
Fresh Salads
Fruit Juices on Tap

Pop on Tap
Fresh Coffee
Snack Foods
CANDY
Fresh FUDGE
COOKIES
Ice Cream Bars
Soft Ice Cream Cones
Popcorn
Nachos
Hot Dogs
Fresh Sandwiches
33 Kinds of Juice
40 Kinds of Pop
55 Kinds of Wine
200 Brands of Beer

At the west interchange

Charleston, W. Va., site of the
NAIA National Championships.
Nine members of Central's coed track team qualified for the national meet and eight made the
trip, led by All-Americans Rob
Schippers, Loma Martirisen and
Wayne Sweet.
Schippers ran to a second place
finish in the 1500 meters at last .
year's national meet, and has set
his sights on the national title.
His time of 3:45.81 bas been the
best in the nation, and he is confident he can win it all. Schippers
won the District I title for the second year in a row in a meet
record 3:50.34.
Martinsen was third at last
year's nationals and will look to
regain the form that has made her
the nation's leader in the javelin.

At the District I Championships
she finished a disappointing second, ll feet under the national
standard.
Sweet was second in the triple
jump at districts but hopes the
competition of nationals will bring
out the best in him.
Other national qualifiers are
Kelly Keene in the high jump and
100 meter hurdles, Lona Joslin in
the heptathlon, Bob Prater in the
steeplechase, Dale King in the
5000 meters and Roger Howell in
the marathon.
Penny Myrvang qualified in the
10,000 meters and was scheduled
to make the trip, but a nagging leg
injury forced her to cancel.
"We are very excited ·for the
team and behind them all of the
way,'' Myrvang said.

Sh a pi r o's
IN THE PLAZA
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Women -athletes are Wildcats, not wildkittens

University Relations Photo

$11
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1$2
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TWO DOLLARS OFF ANY LARGE
REGULAR-CRUST PIZZA OR ANY
BIG COUNTRY STYLE PIZZA

Not valid with any other coupon

OFFER GOOD UNTIL 6-15-aa AT
801 Euchd Way

Ellensburg, WA.

925-2222

I

ONE DOLLAR OFF ANY MEDIUM

I REGULAR-CRUST PIZZA OR ANY O•'FI

I LITTLE COUNTRY STYLE PIZZA
SMALL 3-ITEM PIZZA
I OR ANY
Not valid with any other coupon
I
OFFER GOOD UNTIL 6-15-aa AT
I
801 Euclid Way
I
Ellensburg, WA.
I
925-2222

I
I
I
I
I
I

1

1

l ~~Restarliuran®ltse I_
----------------------·
1

I

RatuubTllbW.
Fizz.a Restaurants

1

I

r

J.LLa

I

_

Alan Jakubek/Campus Crier

Above, right: No. 1 singles player Lisa Haines Lona
·
Joslin, District Heptathlon champ.

For Central's women athletes,
the 1982-aa year overall was quite
successful and there is promising
potential for the teams in 1983-84.
A look back summarizes,the high
points of the season.
Fall quarter teams had several
outstanding individuals. The cross
country team placed sixth at
district but the team sent AllAmerican Carol Christensen to
nationals.
Three women will be lost from
the nine-member team coached
by Jan BoYUJlgs.
· Under the direction of Sandy
Fritz, a young volleyball team
finished fifth of 10 teams at the
district playoffs. Four freshmen
had an excellfmt season. They
were:
Lisa Carlson, Toni
Larimer, Camille Shannon and
Tina Ridding.
A transfer student, Pam
Fourth, if eligible to play, will be
an asset to the team next year.
Women's winter sport teams
will be stronger next year as both
the swim and basketball teams
showed improvement in the
1982-&'J season.

The swim team finished in the
top 10 at district and six women
flew to Hawaii, finishing eighth at
nationals. Kris Platte, a
freshman, was excellent. Most of
the team will be back, coached by
Lori Clark.
Starting the season with a
29-game losing streak, the
women's basketball team broke
that streak by winning their first
game. Gary Fredrick coached his
team to a 8-14 season. The team
was young.
Out of a 25-women squad, there
were only two experienced
seniors. Twelve freshmen made
up the bulk of the team as well as
top scorers and rebounders. According to Fredrick there are
good prospects and potential for
next year.
The two spring sport teams
showed both growth and excellence. There were four outstanding women on the CWU women's
track team. Three were seniors:
Kelly Keene, high jumping to a

SPORTS SALE
SAVE 20% •I

record of 5-6; Lorna Martinsen,
national leader in the javelin,
threw for a 160-ll record and.Penny Myrvang, the 10,000 meter runner. A sophomore, Lona Joslin, is
the heptathlon district champion.
There are excellent prospects
for 1984. "There is a nucleus of a
pretty good squad," said Gary
Fredrick, athletic director.

-----------------------------------------~OUPON EXPIRES JUNE 1st
~
~

20% OFF RETAIL PRICE
ON ALL MERCHANDISE 8
L!

~

Although the women's tennis
0
team was shut out at the single- u
elimination playoffs, coach Dee
Johns is optimistic for next year.
·Most of the team will be coming
back to build on experience.
· The No.I singles player was Lisa
Haines and the No.I doubles team
was Lisa Haines and Sandy Sterling.
Gary Fredrick explained that
women's athletics have been
plagued with problems of funding
and finding full-time coaches.
Fredrick wants to bring
women's sports at Central up to
the same level as the men's. He
believes ~ntral is slowly accomplishing that.

~

SPECIAL: Downhill & Cross

country skis

0

z

1

/2 Price !

FOUR SEASONS SPORTS CENTER
--------------~---------------------------
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'Time of Your Life'-coming soon
By DAN BAKER
Of the Campus Crier

"The Time of Your Llfe" is
here.
The 'W'illiani Saroyan coinedy
begins its four-day run in the
Tower Theatre on June 1. It is the
draina departinent's final production of the '82-'83 Season.
The play is set in "Nick's
Pacific Street Saloon, Restaurant
· and Entertaininent Palace", a fictitious saloon in San Francisco. It
deals with the lives of the people
who frequent the saloon. The odd
assortinent includes a Inysterious
big spender, a couple of hookers, a
hoofer, a singing newsboy, a pinball addict, an arab, a vice squad
cop, a pair of Nob Hill slwnmers,
and a teller of tall tales.
"The play is Saroyan's atteinpt
to show a slice of life ainong the
little people in the world," said
director Milo L. Sinith. "It deals
with plain, ordinary everyday
Americans, the ones who don't
distinguish themselves. 'W'e have a
chance to see soine of their
dreains and hopes Inaterialize."
When the play opened in 1939, it
was the first play to win both the
Pulitzer Prize and the Critic's Cirde Award. It won the best play of
1939.

The 23-Ineinber cast includes
Gary Garcia and Kevin Mercer
[last seen in The Hunchback of
Notre Daine] in Inajor roles, Dave
Lund as the teller of tall tales and
Kim BaUinan as Kitty Duval, the
hooker with the heart of gold.
"The students do a treinendous
job," said Sinith. "It forces thein
to think differently; everything is
a little bit foreign. It's a recreation of another little seginent of
America."
The atinosphere of a '30's saloon
was
created by designer
Katherine Hartzell. The costUines
were designed and built by Jim
Hawkins.
"Saroyan saw that hUinor is the
lubricant that keeps the world turning," said Sinith. "'W'hen all else
fails you turn to hUinor."

•~t

..

"No foundation, all the
way down the line!"

The cast and crew of "The Time of Your Life" taking a break during rehearsal.

City helps CWU fund summer stock
By PERRI BIXLER
Of the Campus Crier

Suininer theatre returns to
Ellensburg in 1983, with nearly
seven weeks of repertory offerings, und~r a new coininunityuniversity partnership.
Suininer Theatre previously
was funded solely by CWU. Head-

~

ed by Richard Leinaweaver,
chairinan of the draina departInent, the theatre was at Lake
Chelan in 1980, "but audience turnout was very disappointing,"
said Leinaweaver. 'W'ith the construction of the Tower Theatre in
McConnell Auditoriuin, the
theatre production caine hoine to
Ellensburg for the 1981 season.
Lack of funds prevented a 1982

:Button Jewelers
and J3rioal Ureasures.

~your

COOL NEW SUMMER
DRESSES FOR JUNIORS

$19·88 - $26·88
reg. 24.00-34.00
Hurry in for brand-name dresses in cool, easycare blends. We've sundresses, one- piece
styles in fresh whites, brights, pastels, earth
tones. Junior sizes 3-13.

ModeO'Day
41 l N. Pine

Ellensburg

graduation

headquarters~

We have wallets
for both men and women.
•Rings
•Watches
•Chains
A large selection of gold filled
and silver charms.
•Crosses
•· St. Christopher Medals
•Tie Tacks
• Money Clips
• Beer Steins
personalized by engraving
Free Gift Wrapping .·*

*

Fourth dnd Pine

Ellensburg

925 '.2400

season. But thanks to a joint partnership between the Ellensburg
Coininunity and the university,
SUininer Theatre is once again in
production for 1983.
The four plays are ''Arsenic and
Old Lace," a coinedy; "On Golden
Pond," Acadeiny Award winning
Inovie; "Dracula" and an Agatha
Christie suspense "Deathtrap."
Out-of-state talent will be
brought in but auditions will be
open to local talent also.
Individual tickets are $5 adults,
$4 students/senior citizens.
Season tickets are $15 adults, $12
students/senior citizens.
There will be opening night gala
parties for all supporters and
patrons.
For Inore information concerning SUininer Theatre contact
Richard Leinaweaver at 963-1766.
'lbe theatre schedule Is:
JULY 7, 8, 9 - Anenlc aad Old Lace
lZ, 13 - On Golden Pond
14, 15 - Arsenic and Old Lace

18 - On Golden Pond
19, Z8 - AneDie and Old Lace

Zl, ZZ - On Golden Pond
Z3 - Anenlc and Old Lace

ZS, Z7 - Dracula
ZS, Z9 - On Golden Pond
30 - Arsenic and Old Lace

AUGUST 2,3 - Deathtrap
t, 5 - Dracula
6 - On Golden Pond
9,10 - Deathtrap
11, 12 - Dracula
13 - Deathtrap
16 - Deathtrap
17, 18 - Dracula
19, 20 - Deathtrap

An arts & entertainment editorial
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Mudwrestling soils As~c reputation
By STEVE PEHA
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Whatever modicum of respect
one could muster for the ASC and
its Board of Directors was permanently eradicated last Thursday evening when the Chicago
Knockers, a group of female mud
wrestlers, writhed and wriggled
their way through campus.
The Board, having grappled
with financial difficulties all year,
hoped to turn a tidy profit, but instead succeeded only in presenting its constituents with yet
another cultural catastrophe.
Are we to believe this is the best
entertainment available? Or does
the BOD feel it has no responsibility to provide students with more
enriching amusements?
Either way, the truth is - it'.s
been a lean year for culture at
Central.
A problem of attitude

No right at all.
If we're not wise enough to
make decisions in our own best interest we need to solicit the advice
of people who are.
The CWU Presidents Associates
and the directors of the Douglas
Honors College are two such
groups with experience in this
area. They might be good places
to start.
Each year these organizations
use a portion of their funds to provide students with the opportunity
to experience events of significant
cultural magnitude. Concerts, art
exhibits, and lectures, just to
name a few.
Unfortunately, many people
here fail to take advantage of
these opportunities causing those
events which depend greatly on
student monetary support to be
discontinued. One such event is,
or rather was, the Central Series.
Last year, with financial
assistance coming from a variety
of sources, CWU was treated to
six fine performances by nationally and internationally known
musicians. Had it not been for the
existence of the 'Series', these
outstanding performers would
never have appeared here. Apparently, this type of entertainment was deemed unnecessary as
the program has since been
discontinued.
Consequently, with the exception of a short visit by composer
Vaclav Nelhybel, the music
department has had nothing to offer this year in terms of a national
or international celebrity.
Why don't we appropriate more
of our ASC activity funds for
events of this nature? Instead of
bringing in more rock stars, mud

wrestlers and porno queens, why
not invite more artists, musicians
and lecturers?
What is higher education?
Higher education should be exactly what the name implies - an
educational environment that
goes beyond the basics of career
preparation to provide the participant with more than just a little
reading, 'riting and 'rithmetic. In
short, increasing cultural
awareness is a goal inherent in the
very definition of the "university"
experience.
If students choose not to expose
them8elves to this "other half" of
education, that is their
prerogative, but these people
have no place in the college environment. The traditional trade
school might be more appropriate.
Colleges and universities should
be geared to the other kind of student; the one who desires a complete education; the one who
seeks to broaden his knowledge
through experiences which offer
lasting, positive benefits.
But what about the Chicago
Knockers who depend solely on
the financial support of the lessculturally-minded? After all, they
do go to the trouble of bringing
along their own sanitized dirt all
the way from the windy city.
Hire them for your bachelor
party, invite them to your Elks
Club fundraiser if you so desire,
but don't encourage their
"JUGular" gyrations on the col·1ege campus where funds could be
used to support more beneficial
activities.

Rick Spencer I Campus Crier

It takes a great deal of effort to lick a Chicago
Knocker, as CWU student Ron West found out last
Thursday.
Said Music Prof. Peter Gries: "It's apparent that
culture doesn't grow in Illinois topsoil." ,

LEVI'S.
ACTION SIACKS.
Perhaps the most comfortable slacks a man can wear.

Prominent batiker
wishes to help
put 10,000 students
through college.
Washington Mutual is now offering student
loans at 7% to 9% interest. (A.P.R.). For both
graduate and undergraduate students.
You can borrow at these low rates to put
yourself through college now without making
any payments until after you graduate. And
there's no interest charged to you at all until
six to ten months after you're out of school.
Even then, you'll have five to ten years to
repay. It couldn't be a better deal.
Generally, you'll qualify if you're a resident of, or attending a school in Washington,

• Hi5h quality screech
fabric moves when

and are not in arrears on other government
grants or loans. Apply now for money for fall.

See the Financial Assistance officer
at your school for full details. Or call
Washington Mutual at (206) 464-4767.

Washington Mutual~UP
The only bank thats more than a bank:~
Member FDIC

Washington Mutual Savings Bank and its affiliates
Murphey Favre, Inc / Composite Research and Management Co I
Washington Mutual Service Corp

Now $1899

Prices .effective Friday & Saturday only,
closed Sunday & Monday·
"We Give You More"

Berrys
Charge
or
Bank Cards
Welcome

Bl
J~,,,ify fashions & Gilts

Downtown Ellensburg

FREE GIFT
WRAPPING
GLADLY
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The Reel View
Summer cinema has
something for everyone
By TAMI THEDENS
Of the Campus Crier

Summer is a time for relaxa-.
tion, and for many, that means going to th~ movies. There will be
plenty of films for every taste in
the months ahead; some good and
some bad. Here's what to expect:
BEST BETS - Richard Gere's
latest, "Breathless," features the
beef cake king as a rowdy
lawbreaker. Valerie Kaprisky
also stars in her debut film role.
"Return of the Jedi" is said to
be one of the most expensive films
ever made. The Star Wars story is
getting old, but Luke and the
princess are worth one more time
around.
The advertisers are really
pushing "Blue Thunder". But it
does sound interesting. Roy
Scheider stars as an L.A. cop trying to get to the bottom of an eerie
police helicopter setup.
Dan Akyroyd as the doctor in

"Dr. Detroit" should be good for
some off-the-wall humor. Plaid
polyester pants and gold chains
are his main dress, so look for a
"wild and crazy guy" type
character.
The long-awaited conclusion to
"Saturday Night Fever" is out.
"Stayin' Alive" with John
Travolta as the older Tony
Manero, now a broadway dancer,
is directed by Sylvester Stallone.
"Rumble Fish," is a film about
growing up, gang fights and the
like. Stereotyped Matt Dillon
stars. Sounds good, especially
with a director like Francis Ford
Coppola.
LOSERS - Spare us another
fin-happy joke: "Jaws 3-D." Dennis Quaid, Bess Annstrong, and
believe it or not, Lou Gossett have
lowered themselves to a film that
tries to make money for the third
time around on a big plastic
shark.
"Smokey is the Bandit, Part 3"
is yet another sequel destined to

be garbage. Good ole' boy Jackie
Gleason stuffs himself into a
police uniform once more to star
as the foul-mouthed sheriff. Look
for lots of car smash-ups and beer
drinking in this one.
Burt Reynolds may have dropped out of Smokey movies, but
he's still making duds. "Stroker
Ace" stars Reynolds and his
latest, Loni Anderson in a race car
action film - typical.
Another
3-D
movie,
"Spacehunter 3-0" is full of sexism and weird creatures. Why are
all 3-D films so awful? Maybe
because 3-D itself is a 1950s concept. Shelve it.
Look for exciting movie-going
with "Porkys, The Next Day" and
"Private School." Both are teen
movies with plenty of bikinis and
crude boy-girl relationships.
And last but not least, "Hard to
Hold," Rick Springfield's debut·
film role. Yechh! Bring bubble
gum and wear your vans to this
one.

Trombone recital Tuesday
A musician's life isn't all fun
and games. As with any of the
arts, many hours of hard work
must be spent practicing to attain
success.
For trombonist Greg Schroeder
those hours will pay off May 31
when he presents a full solo recital
in the Hertz Hall Auditorium.
The 8 p.m. concert will feature
classical music exclusively, or as
they say at Hertz Hall, works
from the "legit" repertoire. "This
program is comparable to any
solo recital in the nation's colleges, as the level of musical difficulty is high,'' said Assistant
Professor of Music, Larry
Goodkin, Schroeder's private
lesson instructor.
A 1978 graduate of Henry Foss
High School in Tacoma,
Schroeder 'will finish his fifth year
at CWU this spring. In the fall, he
plans on student teaching. After
that. he has definite olans.
"I plan on playing with as many
groups as possible, both professional and non-professsional, to
establish contacts with the local
professionals, have fun and make
some money." he said.
"He's a very serious-minded
musician and quite capable of
making a living playing the

horn," said Gookin.
The recital will consist of six
pieces. Included is Sonata in G for
trombone,
by Benedetto
Marcello; J. Edward Bartet's Andante and Allegro, for
Euphonium; and Concertino for
Trombone and Piano, Opus 45, by
Lars-Erik Larsson.
Schroeder singled out his most
difficult piece, a trombone concerto written by Gordon Jacob, as
perhaps the highlight of the evening. "It utilizes the full melodic
range of the instrument," he said.
"There's lots of speed and virtuosity."
He also mentioned the inclusion
of "a fun surprise" at the end of
the program. According to friends
who appreciate Schroeder's fine
sense of humor, this could mean
just about anything.
A member of the CWU Jazz
Band since the spring of his
freshman year, Schroeder is cur,rently the group's assistant director, leading the band at dance gigs
when director John Maowad is
unavailable. He also plays
euphonium for Central's Symphonic Wind Ensemble, under the
direction of Gookin.
"I put Greg on euphonium for a
reason," said Gookin. "I believe it
is an asset to a musician to learn
as many instruments as he can.''
In the fall of 1981, Schroeder left
CWU, along with several other
jazz band members, to play in a
show band at the Music Hall in
Seattle. The group experienced
financial difficulties however, and
the show folded shortly after opening night. "It was a great band,"
he said. "It gave us all some good
experience and a time to
remember."
Currently, Schroeder is playing
with "The Leading Tones," a jazz
combo formed by Dave Aaberg,
CWU graduate assistant in jazz
studies.
As would be expected,
Schroeder has prepared extensively for Tuesday's concert. According to Gookin this preparation
has been, and will he very
beneficial. "Greg's knowledge of
the various repertoire involved
gives him a clear advantage in
any teaching or performing situation.'' he said.
- As to Schroeder's "little surprise" Gookin commented. "It
should be a real big hit with the
ladies."

1be
Freshest
Coffee
inTown

We offer the best
coffee beans in town - fresh
roasted by Starbucks in
Seattle and expressed
directly fo us and our
discriminating customers.
There's a wide variety to
choose from, and we'll
custom-grind for your own
coffeemaker.

OPENS JUNE 3rd AT A
SELEaED THEATRE NEAR YOU

Four Winds
Bookstore
202 E. 4th 962-237
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Report criticizes
Map for river rafters completed
PH~1 !£uN~d ~S!!!2!'scien~
Of the Campus Crier

A recent report released by the
National Commission on Excellence in Education asserts that
education in America is in trouble.
The report found teachers are
woefully inadequate and warned
that students not only compare
poorly with those in other nations,
but they are worse off than
students of previous generations.
Central's Ronald M. Frye,
director of teacher education and
fifth year advisement, agrees
with most of the report's findings
and said he believes America's
education system needs to be
revamped and upgraded.
Although Frye said he agrees
with inost of the reports findings,
he disagrees in two areas. The
report blames teachers for the
state of our education system and
Frye thinks this is wrong. "Our
public schools reflect the
society,'' he said. ''The problems
facing our educational system are
not exclusive to the schools. Why
just blame the teachers.''
The issue of requiring that
everyone should have a diploma
also bothers Frye. "Everyone is
not capable of receiving a high
school diploma," he said. "Do we
bring the top people down and the
mediocre ones up? It's a difficult
question to answer." ·
Among the commission's findings:
-One-fifth of all four-year stat~
colleges must admit anyone with
a high school diploma. Of colleges
that are selective, 29 percent
became less so over the last
decade and in many univeristies
''maintaining enrollments is of
greater day-to-day concern than
maintaining rigorous academic
standards."
·
-There is a great shortage of
math and science teachers in all
50 states.
-Only one year of math and one
year of science is required for a
high school diploma in 70 percent
of the states.
-High school students are abandoning academic and vocational
studies for "general track"
courses like, "Training for
Adulthood."
To go along with its criticisms,
the commission has recommended a host of refonns.
It suggests compulsory instruction in "the new basics," four
years of English, three years of
math, science and social studies,

for all students, plus two years of
foreign language for students who
plan to go on to college.
The commission calls for colleges to raise admission standards with periodic standardized
achievement tests for enrolled
students.
The report also calls for higher
academic standards for teaching
candidates.
According to Frye, Central has
had a basic skills test for its
teacher education majors for
more than 20 years. Four basic
areas are tested: math, English,
reading comprehension and spelling. The test is usually taken during the junior year. Of all students
who take the test, 15 to 20 percent
fail some portion.
Students who fail a portion of
the test may retake it after completing a remedial course in the
failed area. Students who fail the
test twice are not graduated with
a degree in teacher education
unless a successful appeal is filed
and the test is passed the third
time.
"If a student fails in three of the
four portions of the test we try to
counsel them out of the program
, because there would not be
enough time to be suffiently
remediated," said Frye.
Students here must pass only
one basic skills test but other
states, like Texas, requires
testing of sophomores before they
enter the teacher education programs and then tests them again
before they are graduated.
Frye said he doesn't like that
idea. "It's more realistic to have a
test at the entry level than at exit.
It doesn't seem right to take all
the classes and then not graduate
because failing one test.
In response to the lack of high
school science and math teachers,
Central has set up a special committee of math and science professors to learn new ways to attract students into these areas.
"Money is the big draw back,"
said Frye. "The average starting
salary for a teacher is $14,000. A
student majoring in one of the
areas of physics, chemistry, and
math could expect to earn a starting salary of $20,000. Why settle
for the lower teacher salary?"
Last year the math and science
education department here
graduated 23 students. This contrasts dramatically to the 205
students who were graduated in
the special, elementary and early
childhood education departments.

By KATY ANDRESS
Special to the Crier

More waters have been
chartered
for
central
Washington's river rafting enthusiasists.
A map of the lower Wenatchee
River has been the major project
this quarter for the advanced cartography class at CWU.
The class, under the direction of
Professor Joel Andress, consists
of Roger Howell, Bill Kingman,
Nanci Lupinski, and Jim Miller,
all geography majors.
"It's basically a map for people
interested in river rafting on the
river,'' says Andress. "It's also a
type of souvenir map."
The map will show ideal rafting
areas, rapids, dams, wildlife,
local geology, economy, and

history of the Chelan County
region.
Eight mylar sheets make up the
map. Each sheet has a specific
color in a specific area, so that when all eight sheets are placed
on top of each other, they will
blend to make a certain color. For
example, when a blue section and
a yellow section are put together
they will appear green. Others
will appear as solid colors.
On May 15, the class took an ex. cursion down the river as part of
their research. "And also for the
fun of it," laughs Andress.
What else is there to cartography?
"Cartography fulfills the requirements for geography,
although you could take an art or
drafting class," explains Miller.
"It is just a different aspect."
"The class is enjoyable, lots of

creativity. Maps are drawing and
illustrating information,'' he says.
Miller's main job was graphics
and artwork. He enjoys the art
and technical skills · that are involved.
Kingman, on the other hand, did
much of the research. Materials
from the Chelan County Museum,
books and other maps provided information.
Andress estimates that approximately three-fourths of the work
is done. Lettering is the next step
towards completion.
Past maps have included a map
of the Yakima River, a cross
country ski map, a braille map of
the campus, and a map of
Yakima.
- People interested in purchasing
a map of the river can contact the
geography .department at
963-1188.

Special

When You Have a Roll of Color
Print Film Developed and Printed.
(Sizes 11 O, 126, 135 or Disc)

With Coupon

ABORTIO"
A Woman's Choice
Abortion is Safe and Legal.
The Feminist Women's Health
Center provides abortion
services in a supportive and
com{ortable atmosphere.

Feminist
Women's
Health
Center
2002 Englewood
Suite 8
Yakima, WA 98902

Sliding Fee Scale

For more
information or
appointment call
(509) 575-6422

When you have a roll of Color Print Film .
Developed and Printed
Includes PRO-PRINTS!
Sizes 110. 126. 135 and Oise .
Coupon good June 1 thru June 30, 1983
Limit 1 Coupon Per Roll of Film
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Freshman Katie Rogers has worked at Ellensburg's municipal pool for three
months. She is seen here teaching three-year old Aaron how to swim at a morning
session last week.

Crisis Line hoping
to raise funds

DanAykroyd

Eddie Murphy

By PAUL KUPIESKI
Of the Campus Crier

An estimated $500 will be owed by the
all-volunteer Ellensburg Crisis Line by
July 1. They're working to generate
funds to cover operational costs.
A fund raising pool party earlier this
month was helpful. It's hoped the giant
garage sale scheduled Saturday, June 4
in Hanvolds' parking lot at 200 N. Main
St. will be equally successful.
Crisis Line's seven day a week,
24-hour service assists works in the
areas of rape relief, domestic violence,
alcoholism, senior citizen and emergency servic~ groups. Organizations
associated with these causes rent the
Crisis Line's facilities for $7 per month.
Phone bills, equipment repairs ~nd
discontinued free use of campus media
lab equipment attribute to rising debts.
"Continued help and contributions
from local philanthropic groups and
merchants are keeping us out of the
red,'' said Jackie Galbraith, Crisis Line
director.
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Some very funny business.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS AN AARON RUSSO PRODUCTION· A LANDIS/FOLSEY ALM
DAN AYKROYD ·EDDIE MURPHY· "TRADING PLACES"· RALPH BELLAMY· DON AMECHE
DENHOLM ELLIOTT AND JAMIE LEE CURTIS ·EXECUTIVE PRODUCER GEORGE FOLSEY, JR.
WRITTEN BY TIMOTHY HARRIS & HERSCHEL WEINGROD · PRODUCED BY AARON RUSSO
J .P8,R.8,M!l9!;!J.flfll!!!;ft.
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j \\.~ !
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PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN

All Rights Reserved •

Starts Friday, June 10th at a Theatre Near You.
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Graduation tickets
needed. If you have
any extras
please call 963-1026
9a.m.-5p.m.
(leave message).
AfJer Sp.m. ca ff
·962-6186.
Quality: Typing, statistics,
mass mail, newsletters, some
other computer services. For
serious people. and projects on a
low budget we are:
Weasel Words
P.O. Box 676, Ellensburg

Centraline
Thursday events
CENTRAL CHEERSTAFF
TRYOUTS for two men and one
mascot will be today, May 26 from
6 to 9 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion,
upper gym. Applications are
available at University Recreation SUB 111 and the main office
at Nicholson. For more information contact Kathy Courtney Ellingson at 963-3512.

A NEW RUNNING CLUB is being formed. 'lbe first meeting will
be today, May 26 at 7 p.m. in the
SUB. The group will talk about
training, racing and fun activities.
1be gro"p objective is to have fun
and stay in shape during the summer. For more information contact Colleen at 963-3565.
CENTRAL WASHINGTON
S1VDENT LOBBY Will conduct a
marathon meeting tonight, May
26, in SUB 105 at 7 p.m. Up for
discussion are plans for next year.
All are encouraged to attend.

cwu SENIORS - now is the
time to make your donation to the
1983 class tree. The class tree project, which is being sponsored by
the alumni association and the
botany department, will give each
of you the chance to make a contribution to your ahna mater. For
more information or to make
donations stop by the Alwnni Affairs Office in Barge 310 or call
963-2752.

A MEETING TO DISCUSS THE
FUTURE OF· THE SMALL
TOWNS INSTITUTE will be Tuesday, May 31 at 4 p.m. in SUB 214.
. Anne and Clay Denman of the anthropology department are no
longer able to head this organization. One possibility is for CWU to
take over sponsorship of the In. stitute and its activities. We are
seeking to detennine the extent of
faculty interest in this area and
the depth of support for university
sponsorship. All are invited to at- ·
tend this meeting to discuss the
possibilities.
SWINGS N' THINGS SUMMER
PLAYGROUND, an educationaV
recreational summer program for
children ages 5-13 will be open
summer quarter 1983 from June
20 - August 19. It will be open Monday - Friday from 7: 15 a.m. to 3
p.m. Cost is $5 per day per child
with adjusted rates for additional
children. There's an $1.50 an hour
drop in rate. The program consists of music, movies, drama,
stories, arts and crafts, indoor
and outdoor games and field trips.
Children should bring a sack
lunch and milk is available to purchase. A nutritious snack is provided. For more infonnation contact Bruce Parker, coordinator at
963-3512.
COOPERATIVE FIELD EXPERIENCE Orientation Meetings
for Spring Quarter: Monday at 2
p.m.; Tuesday at 9 a.m.; Wednesday at 1 p.m.; Thursday at 10
a.m.; and Friday at 11 a.m.
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SECOND ANNUAL NORTH
AMERICAN ESSAY CONTEST is
accepting essays for those of the
age 29 or under and have substantial concern for humans and the
future. Winning essays of not
more than 2,000 words will be
published in 'The Humanist' and
other media. First prize is $1,000,
second prize is $500 and multiple
third prizes are $50 each. Must be
typed double-spaced, state your
age and must be postmarked
before July 15, 1983. Send to: The
Humanist, Essay Contest, 7 Harwood Drive, Amherst, NY 14226.
For additonal infonnation call
(206) 572-8515.
BREAK THE MID-WEEK
BLAHS float the Yakima River
Thursday, June 2. Floaters will
leave Hertz parking lot at 3 p.m.
Cost is only $4. Pre-register in the
Tent 'N Tube Rental shop. Sponsored by University Recreation/Outdoor Programs.
THE
CWU
DAYCARE/
PRESCHOOL FOR CHILDREN
ages 2-5, will be open summer
quarter 1983 from June 20-August
19. Parents may enroll their
children in one of two sessions
Monday-Friday. The sessions
are: 7: 15 a.m. - 11: 30 a.m. and
7: 15 a.m. - 12: 30 p.m. Children
enrolled in the longer session
should bring a sack lunch. A snack
is provided. The Daycare will be
at Brooklane Village Multipurpose Room. Enrollment is limited
so register early. For more information and rates contact Barbara
Miller, coordinator at 925-1744.

A MARCH OF DIMES
BEDRACE, sponsored by the Kittitas County March of Dimes, will
be Saturday, June 4 at the
Ellensburg High School Driving
Range at 11 a.m. Entry fees are
$10 per student team and $25 for
non-student teams with proceeds
going to fight the No. 1 health problem in children today - birth
defects. Teams must have five
members, all dressed in pajamas.
One member of the team must be
on the bed during the entire race.
Beds must have from one to 18
wheels, a mattress and/or springs, a headborad and footboard
and may not contain a steering
mechanism. Entry fonns may be
obtained at The March of Dimes
Office at 507 Nanum. Entries must
be turned in by Tuesday, May 31.
Awards will be given. We encourage challenges from
organizations and donns. For
more infonnation call 962-6777 or
968-3720.
A TOLL FREE COCAINE
ABUSE HOTLINE has been
established at Fair Oaks Hospital
in Sununit, New Jersey. The
telephone infonnation and referral service connects callers-a co.cairie user, family or friends-from
anywhere in the United States to a
staff of cocaine rehabilitation experts at Fair Oaks. The
psychiatric hospital, in tum, is
linked to treatment centers,
hospitals, and physicians in every
state.
:For this service
call "800 Cocaine" at 800/262-2463.

PIANIST BETWEEN THE
AGES OF ZO AND 30 NEEDED for
new KMS Resident Artist Program. Applieants must have been
a resident of the Northwest for at
least a year. From October, 1983
to March, 1984 the musician will
reside in Seattle and perfonn a
variety of programs in Northwest
communities. In addition to
·receiving a monthly stipend, the
Artist will have the opportunity to
audition with major Northwest orchestras for possible future per- :
formances. KMS will accept applications until July 31, 1983. KMS ·
adjudicators will select the Artist
at a public audition in August. For
more information write KMS
Resident Artist Program, 1125
Denny Building, Seattle WA 98121.
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
DISCUSSION GROUP is every
Monday from 8-9 p.m. . Weekly
topics have included computer
and business oppportunities,
dance, math anxiety and others. .
Guest speakers, video tapes,
movies and readings give an added dimension to the discussion.
The meetings are in Kennedy 157
in the Center for Women's
Studies.
STUDENTS WHO HAVE NATIONAL . DIRECT STUDENT
LOANS and are graduating spring
quarter 1983 or students who are
not returning to Central fall
quarter 1983 need to contact the
Office of Student Accounts and set
up an exit interview appointment
for their loans. If you have any
questions please contact Judy
Paul, Student Accounts 963-3546.

School prayer debate continues
By MEG HERUM
Special to the Crier

Prayer in public schools. Should
we or shouldn't we?
There are many different sides
to the issue.
There are those who want
prayer to be a part of public
education,those who are fighting
it, and those who would want
prayer, but do not agree with the
methods that would be employed.
The Supreme Court has frequently quelled attempts to allow
prayer in public schools, basing
its decision on constitutional
grounds.
The Constitution which mandates separation of church and
state in the First Amendment,
would have to be changed or added to before prayer in public
schools would be legal, according
to the Court.
The First Amendment states,
"Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof."
Many people who oppose prayer
in the schools feel separation of
church and state, along with
freedom of speech and the press,
is fundamental to the foundation
of the U.S. They argue that the
constitutional revisions necessary
~ to allow prayer in schools would
destroy that foundation.
'
Lew Moonnann, superintendent
of Ellensburg Public Schools,
stated, "I tt.Unk it's inappropruite
for mandatory prayer to be part of
the public educational system.''
But others feel prayer is so important a part of life that no child .

should be deprived of his religious
rights . .
Prayer, they say, cannot
possibly hurt anyone. President
Ronald Reagan believes this.
Reagan has proposed a constitutional amendment reading,
"nothing in this constitution shall
be construed to prohibit individual
or group prayer in public schools
or public institutions. NO person
shall be required by the United
States or by any state to participate in prayer."
Counters The New Republic in
their May 26, 1982 issue, "[This
proposal] wold tamper with the
most important paragraph in
American jurisprudence, the
First Amendment. In this respect
we are more conservative than
the President: we think the First
Amendment is just fine as it is."
Many people who would otherwise advocate school prayer
disagree with the idea of having
"generic" prayers for teachers to
lead students in. An example of
this ia a prayer written by the
Board of Regents of the State of
New York: "Ahnighty God, we
acknowledge our dependence on
Thee, and we beg Thy blessing
upon us, our parents, our
teachers, and our country.''
Advocates of schoor prayer
argue that this kind of all-purpose
classroom prayer that must
stretch across all religions is so
watered-down as to be offensive to
deeply religious people while, at ·
the other end of the spectrum, by
its very existence ~ offensive to
athiests and those who prefer
prayer to be a private activity.

Southern Baptist . Minister
James Dunn, executive director
of the Baptist Joint Committe on
Public Affairs, says, "We're opposed to this theologically,
because it trivializes prayer into a
civil religion. Kids trapped in a

captive audience by compulsory- · aloud, to have a daily moment of
attendance laws can hardly be '. silence wherein students could
considered to be doing anything pray if they want to. Some schools
voluntarily .."
already allow this moment of
The solution suggested for this silence. The Supreme Court has
problem is, instead of having a · not ruled on this.
particular prayer to be read

Study this summer in Idaho
at NO EXTRA CHARGE!*
UNIVERSITY

OF

IDAHO

SUMMER SESSIONS
4

June .13 - August 5, 1983
There is still time to plan to attend Summer Session at the University of
Idaho, Moscow Campus or Coeur d'Alene Center.
*Non-resident fees will not be ap. plicable for Summer 1983 at eitherthe
Moscow Campus or the Coeur d'Alene
Center. Thus fees for all students,
whether residents of Idaho or not will
be $43.00 per credit for undergraduate
students in undergraduate courses

Be an Idaho
resident
student
this summer

and $55.50 per credit for graduate
students and graduate courses. Discontinuance of the non-resident fee
and the change in the graduate fee
were among changes made by the
Regents of the University at the May,
1983 meeting.
For a copy of the Summer Bulletin containing
complete information includin,g an application, call or write immediately.

0 Universityotldaho

Paul Kaus, Dir~ctor
Summer Sessions
Moscow, Idaho 83843
Telephone: (208) 885-6237
AA/EO
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Aspiring triathlete trains for Ellensburg event
with donated equipment, M&M's, diet pop
By STEVE FISHBURN _
News Editor

Bruce Kelly may not be an iron-

man, but he's trying.
"I wanna be just like Flex
Crunch, a nuclear waste truck
driver who weighs 225 pounds,''
said Kelly. "He eats a loaf of toast
for breakfast every morning."
MUNDY'S FAMILY SHOES

Kelly, who is training for the July 23 Whisky Dick Triathlon,
doesn't drive a nuclear waste
truck or weigh _225 pounds, but his
diet is similar to Flex's.
For breakfast he says he eats
four pieces of toast and drinks
eight-gulps out of a bottle of grape
juice because he doesn'thav-e any
_g18sses.
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His lunch is usually more
nutritious.
"I eat lunch in the dining hall,
that's where my training gusto
comes in. I try to get in at least
three desserts so its well balanced
- dessert plates equal the weight
of the main plate which usually
consists of tater tots and french
fries."
- But the aspiring triathlete's dinners are similar in nutritional
value to his breakfasts .
"I've started getting into
M&M's for dinner," he said, .lick-

things when they're donated,"
Kelly explained.
The one mile swim across the
Columbia river at Vantage is the
first event of the triathlon and is
the one that most concerns him.
"The mile_ is going to be the
toughest part because I'm so used
to swimming with those lines at
the bottom of the pool. I hope they
furnish lines, otherwise I might
end up in one of Wanapaum
Dam's turbines."
Bicycling 22.1 miles from the
Columbia River valley to
Ellensburg where he will beginthe 8.1 mile run to the municipal -_-\
'I'm going to have a bad pool will be his easiest event,
case of the 'rhoids after despite the adverse physical side
bicycling 22 miles up hill.'
effects of his bicycle seat. "I'm
going to have a bad ~ase of
'rhoids' after bicycling 22 rililes up
hill," he said. "Maybe somebody
ing his lips. "You can get 3.1 could donate a padded seat too. I
ounces at Safeway for 50 cents and might have callouses on my reara liter of Cragmont diet rootbeer -end by the time I'm done."
on sale for 49 cents. But hey, bring
To be "done," though, is a thing _
your old bottle 'cause that's-20 that motivates Kelly while traincents cheaper.
ing sporadically for the race. "I
"Seriously, this is what I really better be ready or I'm going to
eat." . drown."
Kelly's budget for the competi"If I wanna go out and bike I go
tion is similar to that of his diet:
out and bike. If I don't wanna go
cheap. "I'm getting everything by out and bike it stays locked up to
donation," he said. "Somebody the tree. But if I'm going_to do
donated his bike because he broke somethirig I do it."
his foot in a motorcycle accident.
One thing he's been doing lately
If anybody has a Speedo bathing _- is swimming laps in Centrai's pool
suit they can donate it' to the - -four times a week. "The first time
cause. I'm a 34 waist and I prefer I swam I swam two lengths and
was exhausted. Now I can swim
blue."
A friend also donated swimming 20," he said.
But _his _training experiences
goggles and running shoes. '!I like-
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Pres~nts

By TAMI TH EDENS
Of the Campus Crier
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Mara ........

Happy -Hour
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Night Live !
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'I wanna be like Flex
Crunch, a nuclear waste
truck driver who weighs
225 pounds •..He eats a loaf
of toast for breakfast every
morning.'
"Or hey, I could eat one of those
Mt. Ranier sundaes - that would
be great," he said. "It's a huge
mountain of ice cream with
chocolate syrup· on the side for
lava nows and little animals. But
you can't eat the animals 'cause
they're plastic and they take up
half the ice cream when you pull
'em out and it sticks between their
legs. You gotta have a real
maneuverable tongue to get it
out."

CWU graduate named top teacher

~~&!~
-315 North Main

aren't all bad.
"The thing I like most is I can
eat more food. I ate ten pieces of
cake - for dinner the ·1ast two
nights. The church had a birthday
party so I ate cake there and I
found a stash of cookies in the
nursery freezer. But don't say
that, the church would be mad at
me."
/
Whether he finishes or not, Kelly says he plans to celebrate after
the race by "going to Dairy Queen
and eating two banana splits or to
Farrell's and eat a pig trough.
''If you eat it you get a little certificate that says you made a pig
of yourself."

-

8:00 p.m. - 12:00 midnight
Hump Night' "Live'-'
Don't Miss It .....
$2.00 cover charge
"fat Dinner af Adelines
Wednesday get $ 1.00 off the cover"
Live Music At Adelines every Wednesday

5273 15

Jack Rogers, a Central graduate who
spent his youth in Ellensburg, was
awarded the highest honor a teacher can
receive in Washington state.
Rogers, currently an elementary
teacher in the Shoreline School District,
was named Washington's Teacher of the
Year by the Washington Education
Association. He received the award
from State Superintendent of Public Instruction Fr~ Brouillet.
Rogers graduated from CWU in 1966
with an education degree. He said Professor Darwin Goodey ha~ a.:great influence on him dur-ing his
undergraduate years.
The Ellensburg native attended local
elementary and secondary schools here.
"I thought the school system was excellent for the field I was going 'into," he
said.
·
Last year Rogers was named

Shoreline District Teacher of the Year
for his excellence in instilling values and
knowledge in his pupils. "I did my student te~ching with Josie Jordan, (a
former Ellensburg teacher) and her
fifth grade class~ She was a strong influence on me and interested me .in
elementary teaching," Rogers said.
He earned his master's_degree from
the University of Washington. While attending school here, _he was president of
his 1962 senior class at Ellensburg High
School and attended Washington
_Elementary and Morgan Junior High.
He is now teaching fifth grade, but
taught sixth grade for the past 12 years.
"I enjoy teaching fifth, but I like all
grades," Rogers said.
His wife Laura is also a Central
graduate, and a brother and sister still
live in Ellensburg. Rogers currently
serves on the National Council Social
Studies Committee and is the past president of the Washington State Committee
for law-related education.

RHC plans ·1993 Homecoming
Plans for 1983 Homecoming were
discussed at the Residence Hall Council
meeting earlier this week.
The theme for the annual event will
be, "Sweet Revenge." Central will be
hosting Southern Oregon University, the
team that prevented last year's Wildcat
football team from traveling to the
playoffs.
The tentative schedule of events for
Homecoming '83 includes a hall banner
contest, a Thursday movie, a barbeque,
a pep rally and a bonfire-on Friday, a
fun run, the homecoming parade, a football game and dance on Saturday.
There will be no concert this fall due to

the poor turnout at last year's Kenny
Loggins concert. The annual Casino
Night also has been dropped from
Homecoming '83. It has not been decided whether Li~ync will be a part of this
year's festivities.
_
At the same meeting, the RHC voted
to raise the price of pop bought from
machines on campus to 50 cents during
-summer quarter. The group will
evaluate the results of this actjon next
fall.
The last RHC meeting of the quarter
will be Wednesday, Jwie 1 in Quigley
Hall at 7 p.m.

